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Rivlet Cabinet

Step into a new world of elegance, comfort, and convenience with the KOHLER RIVLET All-In-One bathroom cabinet.

KOHLER RIVLET seamlessly integrates a tall faucet, foot washer, and storage space into a flawlessly designed,
All-In-One bathroom cabinet capable of handling your entire washing routine.

Winner of the iF Design bathroom cabinet award for 2021, RIVLET is designed ergonomically and aesthetically to fit
the modern bathroom design, enhancing utility and hygiene, while also exuding style and  elegance.

ALL-IN-ONE ELEGANCE

Acoustically tuned for
the Showering Space

IPX7-Rated
Waterproof Speaker

Rechargeable
Wireless Speaker 

Luxurious Full
Coverage Spray

MOXIE
Handshower/Bluetooth/
2.5 GPM
R28241T-NKE-CP

Rp 5,502,000
Rp 8,910,000

MOXIE
Handshower/Bluetooth/
2.5 GPM
R28241T-NKE-BL

Rp 6,872,000
Rp 11,127,600

Rp 30,942,800 Rp 17,090,000

M O X I E®

Handshower + Wireless Speaker

K-31534K-CP
Rivlet Cabinet with Pivot Door 600mm, CP*

K-96120T-1-0
Maxispace Vanity Lavatory with
Single Faucet Hole
 
K-31240T-4-CP
Aleo S Grooming Lavatory Faucet 

RIVLET CABINET WITH PIVOT DOOR
600MM, POLISHED CHROME

Include Connector Kit Package (1472121) 



INTELLIGENT TOILET  EIRTM

EIR INTELLIGENT TOILET
77795MY-RGD-0

Powerful
flushing

Bowl
sanitization

Electrolyzed water
wand sanitization

Wand UV
sanitization

  

CLEAN BY DESIGN  

SAN SOUCI
ONE-PIECE  TOILET 
21865T-S-0

Rp 54,780,000
Rp 91,300,000

Revolution 360
Extraordinary flushing toilet for complete hygiene
Kohler upgrades your toilet performance with the introduction of the new Revolution 360
swirl flush technology, ensuring a powerful flush and a cleaner bowl. When activating
the toilet flush, the dynamic flow of water bursts into the toilet bowl thanks to a larger
water inlet, moves along the track of the rimless bowl’s edge and forms a 360 degrees
swirling flow of water, ensuring full coverage of the bowl for improved hygiene.

CONTINUOUS
CLEAN

MORE
POWERFUL

IMPROVED
HYGIENE

WATER SAVING

Rp 8,323,000
Rp 12,804,000

Eir, KOHLER’s new intelligent toilet, embodies beauty and innovation. Installable against the wall
and available with S-trap installation and low water pressure environments. The Eir water filtration
system purifies water sprayed from the wand onto the body, removing impurities, residual
chlorine and heavy metals for a healthier bidet experience. A one-click sanitizer button activates
both electrolyzed water and UV light functions to clean the toilet’s bowl and wand, ensuring
unparalleled hygiene.



SINGLE CONTROL LAVATORY FAUCET K-33059T-4-CP

Up to 1,000,000 valve life cycle test, beyond industrial standards, achieving 50 years performance under normal usage

Passed acid salt spray test for up to 96 hours

The faucet construction is made of solid brass

Cable drain uses a different structure to save undercounter space and makes installation/ maintenance easier

Accliv

Rp 1,969,000Rp 3,029,000

Exposed Bath Shower Faucet (*Handshower Awaken 72415T) K-33079T-4-CP

Auto-return Diverter

Equipped with an Awaken Geometric Multifunctional Handshower

Passed acid salt spray test for up to 96 hours

Rp 3,025,000Rp 4,653,000


